Stalin: he had revealed that, instead of the wise and beneficent object of their adulation, Stalin was a bloodthirsty criminal responsible for systematic physical and psychological terror. Within the Soviet Union, only a brief summary of the speech was published, but even the abbreviated version was a shock, "like the explosion of a neutron bomb". 17 Within Eastern European "satellite" countries, the time seemed ripe to challenge the legitimacy of Soviet rule and Stalinist structures. In both Poland and Hungary defiance was expressed openly although resolved differently: the first through compromise; the second through brutal repression. Within communist parties throughout the world the impact was profound and its effects convulsive.
America was no exception.
"Ashes of grief": Fast and the Khrushchev speech
Vague rumors about a "special report" that referred to "errors" committed under Stalin, and a "cult of personality", had been circulating within the CPUSA but were believed to be without The words of the speech were like bullets, and each found its place in the hearts of veteran Communists. Tears streamed down faces of men and women who had spent forty or more years, their whole adult lives, in the movement. I looked into the faces of people who had been beaten up or jailed with me…now I felt betrayed. I said simply, "This was not why I joined the Party".
18
Within half an hour Dorothy Healey was "convulsed with tears", and could not stop crying.
19
George Charney, was "too shocked, too unstrung" to say anything. The mood was "eerie", he 17 Zhores A. recalled. "Thus it was on that night each of us went home to die" 20 Indeed, on that night, at home in West Harlem, Peggy Dennis did experience a kind of spiritual death: "I lay in the half darkness, and I wept…For the years of silence in which we had buried doubts and questions.
For a thirty-year life's commitment that lay shattered. I lay sobbing low, hiccoughing whispers". 21 These private reactions -which are as much a part of the history of communism as the more public expressions -were a foretaste of Fast's response. Fast became the very embodiment of what soon happened: "With the Khrushchev report, all the accumulated frustrations, discontents, doubts, grievances in and around the Communist party erupted with an elemental force".
22
One who at this landmark April meeting was John Gates, the recently appointed editor of the Daily Worker. In 1955 he had emerged from jail after a five-year sentence imposed under the Smith Act and was now jostling to displace Foster as leader. As a "reformist" opposed to the rigidly orthodox Foster faction, Gates opened the pages of the Daily Worker to critical comment; it became a key vehicle for genuine debate within the CPUSA. The staff was strongly aligned with the Gates faction. 23 In comparable communist parties overseas -for example, in Australia and Great Britain -there were debates and ideological fractures but not the bloodletting. 24 One of the reasons was that the Daily Worker was the only communist paper in the world that printed Khrushchev's "secret" speech. 25 In the face of opposition from much of the CPUSA leadership, it appeared on the same day that it was published, famously, by the 20 Charney, Long Journey, 270. 21 Dennis, Autobiography, 225. It is a strange and awful document, perhaps without parallel in history: and one must face the fact that it itemizes a record of barbarism and blood-lust that will be a lasting and shameful memory to civilized man…I for one looked hopefully, but vainly, at the end of the document for a pledge that the last execution had taken place on Soviet soil…Instead I learned that three more executions had been announced…and my stomach turned over with the blood-letting, with the madness of vengeance and countervengeance, of suspicion and counter-suspicion.
He wrote that it was "some small comfort" that, until recently, he was ignorant of the facts in Khrushchev's report. He knew that Jewish culture was being systematically destroyed, that writers, artists and scientists were intimidated, that the "abomination" of capital punishment was enforced. But all these things, he rationalised, were "a necessity of socialism". But now, such blind faith was finished.
Never again can I accept as a just practice under socialism that which I know to be unjust…Never again will I remain silent when I can recognize injustice -regardless of how that injustice may be wrapped in the dirty linen of expediency or necessity. Never again will I fail to question, to demand proof. Never again will I accept the 'clever'
rationale, which appears to make sense but under scrutiny does not.
For Fast, the effect was cathartic: "with this said, I feel better -better than I have felt in a long time". 34 The only letter printed by the Daily Worker that commented on Fast's column revealed a ruthlessness against which the "reformers" had been fighting. Lyons claimed that Fast was "shouting down" his own doubts and feelings of guilt. Jew". 49 And yet Fast's Jewishness caused problems within the Party. The leadership, according to Fast, "wanted to expel me" because of his "Jewish nationalist point of view" in My Glorious
Brothers. Only the intervention of others saved him. 50 There is strong circumstantial evidence that, even before he had read Khrushchev's "secret" speech, his awareness of Soviet antiSemitism severely frayed the bonds of his CPUSA membership. 51 The at Brandeis University, where Howe then taught, on the topic of "Politics and the Novel", which was also the title of Howe's soon-to-be published book. To Howe's "astonishment", Fast agreed. It was not a wise move. "I'd been lying in wait for something like this, and I really went after him", Howe recalled. "I lashed Fast without kindness or mercy" and "I beat the hell out of 74 From Eastern Europe, a group of diplomats, "shaken as they were", gave him further information "even more delinquent mind of such a smut-scribbler-on-subway-ads as this Howard Fast…Those whose heads are pointed and whose tails are long enough will follow him. where his name was a "household word". 106 He was only one of two American recipients of the
